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EVALUATION OF A READING PROGRAM 
TRI VALLEY CENTRAL SCHOOL 
GRAHAMSVILLE 1 NEW YORK 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I have taught and observed the teaching of reading for 
years,  always conscious of problema faced by the reading ,, 
teacher and the administration. The problems disturbing me 
were mainly: {1) th� time consumed in the classroom to teach 
an average of three reading groups; {2) the duplication of 
effort in the classroom; (3) the necessary planning to keep 
the other groups constructively busy while one group read; 
(4) the teacher's feeling of constantly rushing to be able to 
teach all phases of a lesson during the allotted time; and 
( 5) the lack of importance given to reading teaching in some 
upper intermediate grades. 
Last year after conferring with the administrative of­
ficials ot our school we decided to try a new plan tor teach­
ing reading. Reading is taught one hour each day. The chil­
dren in grades tour, five, and six are grouped for that hour 
according to reading ability, each child going to his respec-
The Back~round 
' . 
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tive reading group with each teacher teaching one group. It 
is this new reading program which I will evaluate. 
The St tement of the Problem 
My problem is to evaluate the present reading program 
compared to the reading program which we had in the pre­
years. 
ctors Cont to the Problem 
resident in the pupil 
our children come from middle class and relatively poor 
in a rural area. The school is eight years old and 
etore it was built all students attended one-room schools 
th few pupils ever attending high school. Consequentl�few 
our parents ever attended high school with even fewer going 
college. This has a very effective relation to the reading 
bits of our children. Reading is not an important facet of 
of the parents• lives, but they want their children to be 
readers and they take an interest in their children's 
resident in the teacher 
The teachers who are involved in our reading program have 
except one, taught under the reading program in previous 
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years and there is just one without experience in the teach­
ing of reading. They were all agreeable to try the present 
program. They have had courses in teaching reading and know 
what makes a good reading program. 
Factors resident in the curriculum and ob jectives 
The curriculum under our new reading program is basical-
ly the same as it was under the old program, teaching the 
basic recognition skills, comprehension, and speed. The 
difference in the program is time allottment for each group 
and one of the main ob jectives is to produce a greater enjoy­
ment of reading. MOre time is given to helping children 
• 
select library books on their reading level and we also have 
time in the class period to talk about books read. 
Factors resident in the materials of instruction 
We have always been fortunate to have adequate materials 
of instruction including a basie text plus at least two 
supplementary text books. We also had sets of a few classics 
which we used in reading classes. ln· ·ou:r::new reading program 
we found it necessary to buy more copies of each book as our 
groups are much larger. We also find that we need many more 
supplementary readers because pupils are finishing the books 
in much less time than they previously did. We have purchas­
ed books in which comprehension and speed are tested. 
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Factors resident in classroom environment 
We were able to initiate our new reading program this 
year for the reason that our intermediate grades are now 
located in one building. The space was made available for 
an extra classroom during this hour as there are six grades 
participating and we have sev�n reading groups. The seventh 
group is taught by the elementary principal. We have a read­
ing supervisor to give aid to individual teachers as it is 
needed. 
In each classroom encyclopedias, dictionarie� and maps 
are avatlable. The library is open for the use of these 
reading groups during the reading hour. 
Factors resident in the administration 
There are an elementary principal and a supervising 
principal in our school, both of whom are very interested in 
our new reading program and are supporting the principles 
behind it. They, of course, are anxious to see proof of its 
worth before committing themselves to the establishment of 
the progrrun as a permanent one. 
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to  be Research Problem 
1 .  Discus s my proje ct with the administration and receive 
their approval of my evaluation of our present reading 
program as compared wi th our previous program. 
2. Never having done extensive research before , read the 
following books on how to conduct a res earch: 
Corey, Stephen M. , Action Research to School ract 
Bureau of Publications , Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1953 .  
Hillway, Tyrus , to Research, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 
Shane, Harold G., and McSwain, E .  T . , Evaluation and the 
Curri culum, Henry Holt  and 
3 . In order to evaluate the reading program, find what 
cons ti tutes a goo d  reading program. To find this my· 
first step i s  to read what the leaders in the field of 
reading consider to be a good reading program . 
4. After s tudying the material s dealing with the problem, 
develop the broad goals of a goo d  reading program . 
5 .  From the broad goals determine the criteria which are 
necessary for studying an effective reading program. 
6. Build an evaluative instrument to be us ed by the 
who have been invol ved in both reading programs. This 
instrument will compare the effectiven�ss of the previ 
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and present reading programs. 
7 .  Study results of standardized tests gi ven in grades four, 
fi ve, and six for the five previous years to fi nd the 
average growth per pupil per year under the previous 
progrrun • 
. 8 .  Compile results of standardized readi ng tests given in 
grades three, four, and fi ve i n  May 1958 . These are the 
pupils who are studying under the new reading program. 
9.  Compile the results of standardized reading tests gi ven 
i n  May 1959 to those same pupils. 
o. Compare the results of the standardized tests i n  p 
• 
• 
years with the results of the test given i n  May 1959. 
Also compare the average growth shown per child over the 
previous fi ve years with that shown this year. 
Draw my conclusions • 
Make recommendations • 
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CHAPTER II 
A D�SCRIPTION OF THE READING PROGRAMS EVALUATED 
The Previous 
For many years our reading program resembled those pro­
grams common to most schools today. Each classroom teacher 
taught her own reading in her classroom. In September she, 
or the reading supervisor, or both, looked over the child's 
reading record, his results on standardized silent reading 
tests, and his previous teacher's recommendations. Gray's 
0� Reading Test was then administered. Using the Above 
criteria the teacher determined the child's reading group. 
If she was fortunate she found that she had three reading 
groups, but often the necessity arose tor a fourth group, 
one group being comprised ot one or two children with a 
severe reading problem. The reading supervisor often taught 
those children with reading difficulties, but the classroom 
teacher found herself teaching three reading groups with 
reading abilities ranging from those children who read at 
grade level or above to those who were reading two or three 
years below grade level. Teaching the three groups used one 
and one halt or two hours of the school day, as each reading 
Reading Program 
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lesson to each group consisted of introduction of the lesson, 
teaching necessary reading skills, introducing new words, 
guided silent reading, any oral reading the teacher deemed 
< 
necessary to meet her goals, discussion o�,;�he story to check 
comprehension and interpretation, and the follow-�p, such as 
work book activities. 
The teacher found that she had many problems under our 
previous program. She had the problem of triple preparation 
for the reading lesson plus the ever-present problem of plan­
ning worthwhile activities for those children who were not in 
the particular group which the teacher happened to be teach­
ing at the time. Needless to say the teacher did not 
an entire lesson each day. She often continued the lesson 
next day. The chief criticism of the faculty of this �rogrrum 
' 
was that they always felt rushed. They felt certain��hat 
they could do a better job if there were more time available 
in the school program for teaching reading. 
The administration, in observing this reading program, 
found a great duplication of teaching effort. Going from 
classroom to classroom the administrators saw the same lea 
being taught by various teachers to small groups of children. 
The supervising principal in con£erring with the elementary 
principal and me, the reading supervisor, suggested that 
because of our many problems in our intermediate grade read-
ing program, we study the possibilities of using a departmen-
completE 
the 
son, 
-9 -
talized reading program. 
The Present 
Beginning in March 1958 meetings were held with the 
intermediate grade teache rs for the purpose  of dis cuss ing 
the adoption of a new reading program. Everyone was in 
agreement that revision of our p rogram was neces s ary. We 
decided to retain tho s e  ,goal s  which we considered necessary 
to a good reading program. It was agreed that our chtef 
objections to the reading program were that there was too 
much pre ssure on the teachers due to the time e lement in­
volved, and there was a great waste of students •  time while 
waiting for various reading groups to complete their les sons . 
The Jopl in Plan1 , as us ed in Jopl in,  Mis sour� had re­
ceived considerable publicity in the national press . This 
plan of teaching reading s eemed to alleviate problems such 
as ours . Research concerning our problem was carried on by 
the faculty. We found that in the opinion of Dr . ·A . Sterl 
Artley, "Joplins' is the mos t  successful of all the reading 
programs , because it s eems to make every child a success . 
And when a child is.happy, he progresses  faster . 112 
1. Roul Tunley, "Johnny Can Read in Joplin", 
Pos t ,  October 27 , 1954 pp . 27 +. 
2 .  Ibid,  p .  28. 
11 
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However, in our research we found unfavorable criticism 
of departmentalized reading plans . In the Letter to 
enti tled f£r opinions 
of reading experts were summari zed. The feeling, was ex­
pres s�d that the program " lacks the flexibility of grouping 
within the clas sroom where the teacher can group and regroup 
for various kinds of reading activities ,  vary the length of 
the reading les son when necessary, and where she can move a 
chil d from one group to  ano ther as he grows in reading skills 
Grouping should be much more flexibl e  than this plan permi ts . 
I t  was also s tated that in a departmentali zed reading 
plan the teachers of reading probably will know les s about 
the child than the clas sroom teacher. We decided that be-
cause our school is small mos t  teachers know all the child-
ren, so that would no t be a detriment to the program. 
Our teachers felt that any program would have more flex­
ibility than clas sroom grouping for if one groups '  reading 
time was lengthened, theh another group was n�glected. It 
was also  fel t  that i t  would be pos s ible to mofe a child from 
group to grp�p in a departmentalized plan,  as easily as in 
clas sroom grouping . 
1. University of the State of New York, "Grouping for 
Teaching Reading" ,  Let ter to December� 1955 . 
Supervisors Grouping Teaching ReadinB, 
_ Su;eervisors, 
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Consequently, we decided to adopt a reading program 
which might be referred to as a modified Joplin Plan, to the 
extent that teaching basic reading skills is a very importan 
part of our program, whereas, one of the criticisms of the 
Joplin Plan isdhat beading skills are not an important part 
of the daily reading lesson. Nor did we abolish reading 
marks as was done in Joplin. It was felt that our community 
would not accept an innovation such as this. We, therefore, 
continue to use the same marking system that we previously 
used except that the teacher of a particular reading group 
determines the mark. 
During the spring of 1958 we explained to the third, 
fourth, and fifth grades about the new reading program which 
would begin in the next school year. The teachers' 
over a change in the system of teaching reading was contag­
ious. The children readily accepted the idea, eagerly 
anticipating the opening of school in the fall. 
The principal difference in the previous reading pro 
and our new reading program is in grouping the children. 
When the reading hour rolls around the students iri a specifi 
grade - let's say fourth grade - forget that they'are fourth 
graders and go to the room where they work with other stu-
dents who are working at the same reading level regardless 
of their grade placement. 
In September 1958 our new reading program began. The 
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reading level of each child had been determined during the 
s ummer, using the results of s tandardized tests , teacher j 
ment after observing and working with the child for a year, 
and by s tudying school reading records of each child. The 
groups were es tablishe d much as they had been in the prev,!pus 
program except that everyone in the intermediate grades four, 
five ,- and s ix,  who was rea ding at the same level was grouped 
together . We have s even group s ,  ranging from third grade 
level to above sixth grade l evel with two nonreaders who read 
with the lowest  group. The s ize of the groups varied with 
smallest  group c omprising seven members and the larges t  hav 
thirty children. The organization of the groups i s  illustra­
ted in figure one . Noting the reading levels ,  you can see 
that ours was not-principally a problem o f  poor reading 
ability, although we do have s tudents who read two to three 
years below grade level. 
Number in Level 
Group I 7 children Remedial - 3rd Grade 
Group II 30 children Average 4th Grade 
Group III 23 children Remedial - 4th Grade 
Group IV 30 children Remedial - 5th Grade 
Group v 30 children Average - 5th Grade 
Group VI 14 children Average and below - 5th Grade 
Group VII 30 children Average - 6th Grade 
Figure 1. Organi zation of the Reading Groups 
Group Group Reading 
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Scheduling is an important part of our present reading 
progrrum. We have reading every day for one unint errupt ed 
hour from one until two o'clock. During this hour no gy.m, 
music, art , or any other class is scheduled. The library, 
which incident ly also is used by the high school, 1is open for 
t he use of the reading classes. 
At one o'clock each d ay the class forgets it s grade 
designat ion and breaks up to go t o  reading classes at each 
individual child's level. The reading lesson continues as 
it did under the previous program using the Scott Foresman 
Series as a basic text with many supplementary r eaders. The 
present reading program stresses reading skills and abilit ies 
the difference being that the teacher is more relaXed as she 
doesn't feel the pressure of t ime to finish the lesson. Many 
more t exts are used because it is seldom that a story is not 
finished in one lesson. Often there is t ime for library 
usage and enrichment act ivit ies. 
Because this is the first year of our new reading p 
and because we feel that the mechanics or skills are so im-
portant in a reading program, we have not allowed a child t o  
be placed in a reading group above his present grade level, 
. 
th�t is, a rourth grader will not be placed in a f.ifth or 
sixt h"grade group. We allow for t he girted readers by 
grouping them t ogether and having the group, when finishing 
the basic text and some supplementary texts at t heir desig-
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nated grade level, proceed then to the bas ic text for the 
next grade level . Consequently, gifted readers entering 
the fifth and s ixth grades in September 1959 wil l  have com­
pleted the first volume of the basic text for that grade . 
The new reading progrrun s tres ses  the development of 
reading as a leisure activity .  I n  the advanced gvoups novels  
are read . Many paper bound novel s  were purchased to be  used 
as supplementary texts . The last half hour of the s chool 
day is reserved for leisure reading in the classroom .  The 
library is  available for use of the interme diate grade 
s tudents at this time with the librarian and reading super­
visor helping s tudents s elect books. The librarian became 
acquainted with the reading level of each group; then by 
determining the child's i�tructor ,  the librarian:is able to 
determine the approximat e  reading level of the child .  
Much is  acc omplished during the �egular· read�ng hour in 
developing. the habit of leisure reading .  The children are 
encouraged in clas s to dis cuss the b ooks they read .  Some 
recommend books which they think the o thers would enjoy .  
Teachers motivate reading b y  reading aloud the exciting or 
intere sting part of a book, and by b�g library'books to 
the reading class . 
Each month the teachers evaluate the progres s  o f  the 
s tudents in the reading group . If they feel that anyone in 
the group should be moved they fil l  out the form as illus-
-1.5-
trated in figure two and hand it to the reading supervisor. 
Upon the approval of the supervi sor and often after a co n­
ference with the teacher to whose  group the child would be 
moved, the child is sent to the new group . 
Teacher Date 
Recommend Change to Group 
Reason for change: 
' Figure 2 •. Recommendation of Change of Reading Group 
The new reading program was adopted with the approval of 
all the teachers involved. All those  involved except one 
have previous experience in teaching in our school system. 
Each teacher who was involved in the pro gram was allowed to 
. 
teach the group of his choice . Because our school is  compar-
atively small , with two divisions of each grade , mos t  of the 
teachers knew the pupil s . Some teachers had children in thei 
grades previously. Some of the teachers asked to teach the 
same group next year . 
There are important mechanical details involved in a 
pro gram such as our present one . Six clas sroom teachers 
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comprise the teaching star£, but we £ound that we had seven 
distinct reading groups. It was necessary that an extra 
classroom be available £or the reading hour and we also need­
ed an extra teacher. The reading SlJ.pervisor and elementary 
principal teach this seventh group sharing the supervisory 
duties involved in the program. I I 
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CHAPTER III 
GOALS OF AN EFFECTIVE READING 
PROGRAM IN THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES 
It is the purpose of a fUndamental reading program in 
the middle grades to teach the child to like to read and to 
provide the instruction and guidance leading to understand­
ings, skills, and attitudes which he needs to read with 
comprehension and enjoyment. 
The reading program which meets the needs of 'the child 
in the intermediate grades is organized according ·to the 
physic�, emotional, and mental development of chfldren.1 
It meets these needs by recognizing that the intermediate 
grade child is reaching adolescence, the period during which 
his interests cover a wider range than t hey have thus far 
in his development and that he is gradually becoming con�us 
of the problems in the world around him. His questions are 
changing and he is demanding more complex answers. He is 
displa�ng greater ability to think in the abs�raet. 
Attention span and ability to work alone are'increasing. 
Small muscles are still developing and growth in stature 
often becomes more rapid. It is at this age that·we often 
1. Paul McKee, The 2!, � 2, 
P• 1'37>7 School, 
Teaching Reading Elementary: 
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see a reorganization of the personality. There are strong 
peer relationships and they are used as a yardstick for be­
havior, dress, and attitudes.1 There is little difference 
in interests displayed by the sexes, but the girls will tend 
to follow the boys' interests in the selection of reading 
material. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the effective­
ness of our new reading program. In order to do this effi­
ciently the first step in the evaluation was to establish 
broad goals of an intermediate reading program. After care­
fully co nsidering the emotional, mental and physical aspects 
of the pupils at the intermediate level, and also consider 
social factors involved, it was felt that these are the main 
purposes of the reading program. 
Broad Goals 
� I. The basic purpose of a good reading program is to read 
effectively with comprehension. 
II. A basic reading program is designed primarily to teach 
the child how to read. 
III. A good reading program provides experiences designed 
to use reading in the solution of fundamental problems. 
1. L. Joseph Stone and Joseph Church, Childhood and 
pp. 202-206 Adolescence, 
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IV. The effective reading program creates those experiences 
de��gped to foster personal growth and literary appre­
ciation. 
v. The school program shall help those children with 
reading difficulties by giving them experiences designed 
to correct faulty learn+ngs. 
Once obj�ctives of a program are established a clarifi­
cation of values is necessary. This will be developed in 
two ways. First, the broad goals will be interpreted in 
terms of criteria necessary to the development of the goals. 
Secondly, the criteria will be translated in behavioral term& 
In a cooperative study agreement must be reached with regard 
to goals, criteria, and behavior to be sought. HOwever, 
since this is an individual study the evaluator attempted 
to interpret the goals, criteria, and behavior in terms of 
the philosophy of the faculty and administrators of the 
school. 
Criteria For an Effective 
I. In building a reading program which teaches the child to 
read effectively with comprehension, the school: 
1. Provides a physical environment which is conducive 
to study. 
2. Provides ade�uate materials of instruction. 
3• FUrnishes a variety of reading materials--magazines, 
newspapers, etc. 
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4. Allows time in the school progr� for reading 
instruction. 
5. -�courages flexibility in the reading program to 
for variety in the reading instruction. 
6. Provides an ade��te library and sufficient time in 
the day's program for pupils to use it. 
7 .  Groups the pupils for reading, according to reading 
ability. 
8. Plans the reading program so there is organized 
instruction. 
9-.  Works toward making the reading process meaningful to 
the child. 
- 10. Builds favorable attitudes toward �eading. 
11. Develops, in addition to reading ability, other 
educational outcomes. 
12. Provides efficient instruction. 
13. Provides systematic appraisal of reading. 
14. Interprets the child's progress to both the child 
and his parents. 
To show the child how to read, the school: 
1. Provides the framework through which the reading 
abilities, skills, and tec�es are introduced and 
around which they are built. 
2.  Gives opportunities which e�tablish readiness for 
each of the various phases of the reading program. 
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3. Provides the proBer motivation for reading. 
4. Gives experiences in comprehension abilities as 
follows: 
a. Sets a purpose for reading. 
b. PrOvides a wide background of experience. 
c. Develops vocabulary. 
d. Provides experience in reading interpretation -
ureading between the lines." 
5. Provides reading instruction in how to read in the 
different subject areas. 
6. Provides background training in various reading 
skills, using the skills, later appraising and 
refining it. 
III. To provide a program of experience units, the school: 
1. Furnishes a reading situation which is stimulating, 
but frees the child of undue pressure. 
2. Gives many opportunities to read, with purposes 
which are real. 
3. Provides experiences which compare reading with 
other tools of collecting information. 
4. Furnishes an opportunity for the child to work 
independently to pursue his own interests. 
5. Guides the children to appreciate the worthwhilene 
of reading. 
6. Develops the habit of thinking carefully through 
i 
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ii 
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his reading to see how he can apply his ini'orma tion 
7. Provides activities th�t enable the child to 
a background of meanings for reading. 
8 .  Furnishes experiences which help in developing a 
meaningfUl vocabulary for reading. 
9. Provides a reading program which is pleasant for ·:" 
the child and the teacher. 
10. Uses and encourages the child's initiative. 
IV. The school offering a program o£ personal development 
through reading. 
1. Arouses reading interests through classroom activi­
ties and through the basal reading program. 
2. Provides an opportunity during the total reading 
instruction to pursue his individual'interests 
through reading. 
3. Allows the child freedom to explore books selecting 
topics about which he reads. 
4. Lends itself to individuali�ation of instruction. 
5. Recognizes the strength and limitations of each 
child. 
6. Provides guidance in teaching the child when and 
where to read when they are seeking information. 
1. Guides pupils to select and evaluate what to read. 
8 .  Teaches appraisal or adequacy of material in terms 
of purpose. 
acquir 
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9. Guide s  pupils to  know how to use ideas gained rrom 
reading. 
V. To orfer a program or re-education in reading, the 
s chool should :  
Int 
1. Recogni ze and correct persis tent and accumulative 
faulty learnings . 
2. Constantly s tudy reading growth. 
Criteri them in 
To build a reading program which teaches the child to 
read effectively the s choo l  seeks t o  provide an adequate 
physi cal environment , ins truction supplie s ,  and reference 
material s. In a s chool which provides these  materials wi th 
ins truction in their us e ,  allowing adequate time to use the 
supplies , the child enjoys using the materials and rerers to 
available books to answer hi s ques tions .1 The instruction 
includes showing the child how to s elect his reading, teach­
ing him to comprehend what he reads, and using reading as a 
means of experience . 2 The reader who receives this in-
1. Helen R .  Sattley, "An Adequate School Library Program i s  
Basic  t o  the Reading Program11, Teacher, April 
1959, PP• 247-248 . 
2 .  Russel G .  Staurrer, "A Directed Reading Actiidty !' Group 
�e" , Teacher,  April 1959, PP• 266-267 . 
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s truction at the appropriate level adjusts his reading to his 
purpos e ,  applies what he reads in the s olution of his pro­
blems , and interprets what he reads in terms of his personal 
experiences.  Cons equently,he enjoys his rich heri tage of 
literature as a use of lei sure. 
To show the child how to read the s chool provides the 
framework through which the reading abilities ,  skill s ,  and 
techniques are introduced and around which they are built .  
The pupil therefore unders tands how to go about hi s reading 
tasks . It  also necessitates the s chool  to afford experiences 
in comprehension, interpretation, evaluation, p erceiving re­
lationship� and in the various reading skills.1 Having thes e  
experiences the pupil evaluate s ,  organizes ,  interprets, and 
appreciates what he reads. He uses e ach skill , later 
apprai sing and refining it . 2 
The progr� of e xp erience units is  de signed �y the 
s chool to s timulate a desire to find out rnore about a subje 
enabling s tudents to work independently to pursue their own 
interests . The s chool also gives many opportuni tie s to read 
wi th purpos e s  that are real ,  helping the s tudents to appre-
1 .  Paul McKee , The of in � 
pp . 
2. Donald L .  Cleland, 11The Significance of Developmental 
Reading Skills ,n Teacher, February 1955 , 
PP• 137-138 .  
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1 ciate the worthwhileness of reading.- The instructors help 
the students compare reading with other tools of dollecting 
information, so that he gains a fUnctional understanding of 
the uses reading can and should serve. The school provides 
opportunities for discussion which develop in the ·students, 
the habit of carefully thinking through his reading to see 
how he can apply his information. 
The school offering a program of personal development 
through reading arouses reading interests by' mea.rB of class­
room activities, trips, and in the basal reading program. 
Arousing reading interests naturally creates a desire to 
read. The school which provides an opportunity during the 
total reading instruction for the student to pursue his 
�dividual interests through reading discovers that the stu­
dent finds pl easure in books and gains greater satisfaction 
from reading. By allowing freedom for the child to explore 
books, selecting topics about which he reads, the student 
browses through various;�es of reading material �efore 
making a decision about what material suits his purpose. 
An important consideration in the program which develops 
personal interests is the school library. Attractive read­
able books uhich may be taken home are provided. ·students 
are allowed time t o  use the library and time to read. The 
1. Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, 2 Child � 
PP• 377-379. 
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students do voluntary out-of-school reading of material that 
is not assigned. 
To offer a program of re-education in reading the school 
constantly studies reading growth in order to detect persis­
tent and accumulative faulty learning. The childJstudying 
under this program of re-education in reading will overcome 
serious reading difficulties and show growth in reading 
ability. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT 
One of the interpretations of the evaluation pro c e s s  
regard e valuation a s  the "pro cess  by which the values o f  an 
enterprise  are as certained.nl Saylor and Alexander no te that 
"to evaluate i s  to determine the vah:e of ."2 This s tudy i s  
concerned with determining the value o f  our present reading 
program as compared to the pre vious p rogram. After deter­
mining goals and expre s sing the criteria in ter.ms of behavior 
of l earners , the next step in my evaluation was to s ecure 
evidence regarding the desired behaviors . 
As one method of obtaining this evidence , I selected 
to build an evaluative ins trument which would help to find 
evidences of desired behavior from various sources available 
to the teachers . This ins trument gave the personnel t'eaching 
under the new reading program an opportunity to expres s  their 
opinions regarding the curriculum and showed weakne s se s  and 
strong points in our curriculum. 
1. E. R . Smith and Ralph w. Tyler,  � 
Student, p. 5. 
2. Galen J. Saylor and William Alexander, Curriculum 
P• 579 .  
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS 
This instrument was developed t o  evaluate our present 
intermediate grade reading program as compared with the 
program used in previous years. Previously reading was t a  
by the classeoom teacher, wit h  each teacher teaching three 
or four groups. The teachers felt that they never spent 
enough t ime with each group, that t he greatest part of t he 
school day was spent in teaching reading, and there was a 
great deal of t ime wasted by children in the room while their 
group was not reading. The administration, in going from 
room to room noticed a great duplication of effort. 
This year it was decided to t ry a new reading program 
whereby all the pupils in grades four, five and six are 
placed in seven ability groups for reading, meeting one hour 
each day. We try in our new program to meet the requirements 
of a good reading program. 
USE OF THE INSTRUMENT 
The instrument endeavors to describe practices charac­
teristic of a g9od reading program. Check the practices 
found in our previous program and those found in t he present 
program. Please check under the columns as follows: 
A ALWAYS 
S SOMETIMES 
N NEVER 
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The instrument was used with the six teachers who had 
taught under both the previous and present reading programs. 
It was explained to these teachers that the instrument was 
built by incorpo�ating all features of a good reading pro 
Their part in the evaluation was to check the instrument 
comparing the present reading progr� with the previous one. 
After explaining the instrument and its use the teachers were 
allowed several days to work on them. One teacher was 
assigned to collect the unsigned instruments and return them 
to the evaluator, thus t he teachers cculd state their opin­
ions without fear of repraisal. 
To accurately interpret my instrument the following 
values were given to the checks on the completed instrume� s: 
Always - 2 
Sometimes- 1 
Never - 0 
I then tabula ted the composite results numerically. 
These results are f ound in red in the instrument which is 
reproduced on the following pages. The highest possible 
score received by any one item is 12, made possible by six 
che�ks in the Always column. The lowest score found on any 
item was 3, making a range of 9 points. 
gr 
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AN INSTRUMENT FOR EVALUATING A READING PROGRAM 
IN TEE INTERMEDIATE GRADES 
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Present Previ s 
I. In building a reading program which teaches 
the child to read effectively the school: 
A. Provides a physical environment condu­
cive to study. 
1. tional classro 
3. Uninte ted class eriods 
B. Provides adequate materials of instruc­
tion. 
l. al texts 
5. Dictionaries 
6. 
8. 
c. Furnishes a variety of reading mat 
l. ines 
2. ers 
ttractive 
D. school program for 
re 
E. Encourages flexibility in the program 
reading instruction to allow for varie 
the 
0 12. 
0rogr.a:n 
AS N A SN 
TC T. L s ;Q ~ 
Fune oms 1 .. 1 
2. Adeauate lii:i:htinP: l .. o 
rruo 'P 1 8 
3 ~ tl8 
Bas tL2 1~ 
11 
2. Supplementary texts .. 2 1~ 
3. Workbooks when needed 2 u 
4. Standardized annraisal devices 12 b..2: 
! 12 1~ 
Encyclopedias 12 1~ 
7. Mans 12 1] l 
Globes tI.2 1( I 
9E 9~ 
er1al b. 
Map:az ( E 
News-pal) ( t J 
3. A • readable.library books !L~ ~ 
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Present Previ 
Progr 
ASN ASN 
F. Provides an adequate library. 
1 .  Central libr 
2. Classroom librar 
3. Ade uate number or books 
4. Sufficient time in the day's 
schedule to use the libra 
5. Provides supervision in the 
selection of books and use of the 
librar 
G. Groups the children for reading instru -
tion. 
2. Usin results of standardized test 
H. Plans the reading program so there is 
or anized instruction 
I. Makes the reading process meaningful 
to the child 
J. Builds favorable attitudes toward 
readi 
K. Develops, in addition to reading abili 
other educational outcomes. 
1. Ohfidren learn to cooperate in the 
2. Develops a resource of reading fGr 
the use of leisure 
L. Provides efricient instruction 
M. Provides for the student, systematic 
appraisals of reading comprehension 
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Interprets a child's progress to both 
the child and his 
Present 
S N 
how the child how to read, the school: 
Provides the framework through which 
the reading skills, abilities, and 
techniques are introduced, and around 
which they are built. 
1. Teaches reading skills 
a. Use of context clues 
b. Structural 
o. Phonetic 
d. skills 
2. Teaches reading abilities 
a. the main idea 9 
b. to details 9 
e. to summarize 9 
d. for 8 
3. Teaches reading techniques 
a. Gives experiences in compre-
hension abilities 
(1) Sets a for 9 
(2) Provides a wide back-
of 8 
(3) 8 
(4) Erovides experience in 
arents 
analysis 
anal:vsis 
Dictionary 
P!ndin.o: 
Readin.o: Q:et 
Reading 
Reading al)p J:>eci a tion 
'Durnose readi:r 
ground experiences 
Develops vocabularv 
readins interpretation 
Previo s 
Program 
I ~ II t~ I 
tl.f ~2 
4E '+7 
lJ 
lC 
lC 
I ~<l II I I I 
14: 55 
l:l l~ 
tl.C 
lC 
b..c 6 
I 
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11 I 
I I I II I I • I 
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e. Teaches adjusting reading 
rate to materi re 
B. Gives experiences which establish rea 
iness for each of the various phases 
of the readi 
c. Provides the proper motivation for 
D. Develops skills in locating informa­
tion by teaching the use of: 
1. Table of t s  
2. Glos 
3. Index 
6. Other reference books 
?. 
E. Provides reading instruction in how 
read in the diffe ect areas 
III. To provide a program of ezperience units, 
the school: 
A. Furnishes a reading situation which i 
stimUkting, but frees the child from 
Present Previ 
ll. 
Recoonizino senuence 
Followin~ directions 
Gives experiences in develop-
inll readini:i: sneed 
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B. Gives many opportunities to read w1 
oses ch are real 
C. Provides experiences which compare 
re with the other tools of 
on 
D. Furnishes an opportunity for the 
child to work independently to pursue 
his own interest 
E. Guides the children to appreciate 
worthwhileness of re 
F. Develops the habit of thinking care­
fully through his reading to see bow 
.he can s r.mat 
G. Provides activities that enable the 
child to acquire a background of 
for re 
H. Furnishes experiences which help in 
developing a meaningfUl vocabulary 
I. gram which is 
and the te 
J. 
IV. The school offering a program of persona 
development through readings 
A. Arouses reading interest through 
classroom activities and through the 
b 
B. Provides an opportunity during the 
total reading instruction to pursue 
his individual· interests through 
re 
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Present Pre vi 
A S N 
c. Allows the child freedom to explore 
books select.ing topics about which he reads 9 
D. Lends itself to individualization of 
instruction 
E. Recognizes the strength and s 
of each child 
F. Provides guidance in teaching the 
child when to read to �eek informa- 9 tion 
G. Guides pupils to select and evaluate 
what to read 
1. Teaches what book to use for a 8 
H. Teaches appraisal of adequacy of ma- 8 terial in terms of 
I. Guides pupils to know how to use 
from 
v. To o ffer a program of re-education in 
read ing, the school: 
A. Prevents persistent and accumulative 8 
B. studies 
p ro 
A s N 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE INSTRUMENT 
General Interpretations 
CarefUl examination or the total results or the instru­
ment revealed that the present reading program was eonsidere 
better than, or equal to, never poorer than, the previous 
program. Using the point value system explained on page 29  
the present program accumulated a total or 828 po�nts com­
pared with 678 points ror the previous reading program. 
Speciric interpret�tions 
1. Teaching the child to read errectively 
The results or the i nstrument showed that although the 
physical envivonment had remained c onstant, our new reading 
pDogram provides for less interruption of the reading period 
The materials of instruction were adequate in our previous 
program and still are. We have provided each classroom wi th 
a sufficient number of maps and globes. We are ndt doing 
noticeably better in the provision or magazines and news­
papers. 
The library services rated much higher under our presen 
reading program. Many more attractive, readable books have 
been purchased. We have provided time in the schdol program 
for use of the library and also provided greater supervision 
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in using the library and selecting books. 
It was interesting to note that even though we allow 
one ho� in the day's schedule for reading, some teachers 
felt that there is still �ot enougp time for that subject. 
They also felt that the previous program did not allow for 
flexibility in the program and even though the present pro­
gram encourages flexibility, we still do not have the answer 
to this progl
.
�. The instructors did feel that they were 
able to prov�e more effective instruction under the new 
program. 
The present program compared with the previous one in 
grouping the children for reading, but it was shown that 
presently w�. plan the reading progr� so there is more or­
ganization in instruction. It also makes the reading proces 
more meaningful to the child and builds a more favorable 
attitude toward reading. 
The results of the instrument Showed that the program 
we are now using develops reading as a leisure activity. It 
also showed that we now provide more systematic appraisals 
the child's reading progress both to the child and his 
II. Showing the child how to read 
The present reading program provides the framework 
�ough which reading skills are taught as well as they were 
in the previous program, but the results of the instrument 
showed that the present program provides more experiences 
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in teaching the reading abilities o� �inding the main idea, 
reading to get details, reading to summarize, and reading �o 
appreciation. The present program rated higher than the 
previous program in teaching reading techniques, the points 
being in setting a purpose for reading, providing•experience 
in reading interpretation, giving experience in developing 
reading speed, and adjusting the reading rate to material 
read, and purpose. The evaluators �elt that the present 
program provides greater motivation �or reading, �ut develops 
skills in locating !�ormation as well as previously. We 
did not rate well in providing instruction in the �subject 
matter areas, but we are doing more than we did in previous 
years. 
III. Providing a program of experience ,units 
The instrument conclusively proved that' we n6w provide a 
more stimulating reading situation, and that we are �reeing 
the child o� undue pressure. We also provide manY. more oppo 
tunities to read with purposes which are real than we did 
previously. We are presently guiding the child to appreciate 
the worthwhileness o� reading and developing the Habit o� 
thinking through in�ormation gained through reading. We are 
doing better in the �ollowing areas than we did previously, 
but still need to improve our instruction in prov�ding ex­
periences which compare reading with other tools o� collect­
ing infor.mation, and in furnishing an opportunity for the 
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yo work independent ly to pursue his interests. 
IV. Offering a program of personal development 
The e�aluat ion Showed t hat we are providing a good pro­
gram of personal development as compared to our previous 
program. The area rat ing the highest in t he opinions of 
those t eachers who had t aught under both reading programs was 
t hat t he present program lends itself t o  individualizat ion o 
instruction. This one charact eristic rat ed the h!ghest 
difference in the t wo reading plans. I make not e of this 
fact because one of t he great est crit icisms of our present 
reading program by notable reading aut horities is t hat this 
program does not lend itself to individualization of in­
struction. 
It was shown t hat our program is providing more oppor­
tunities for personal development through reading by arous 
reading interests, and by recognizing strengths and limita­
tions of each child. 
Although our present program is t eaching t he child t o  
select , evaluate, and appraise what he reads bet t er than we 
did before, we can still improve in these areas. 
V. Offering a program of re-education in reading 
The results of the evaluat ion showed that our present 
program rated only 9 in preventions of persist ent and 
accumulative fault y  learnings as compared with 8 points for 
the previous program. This fact shows me that as t he person 
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responsible ror the reading instruction in the school, I 
must find a solution to this problem. 
The present progr� rated a perfect score in constantly 
studying reading growth. This fact is accomplished because 
in addition our regular reports to parents, once each month 
we evaluate the growth of each individual child, testing him 
if necessary, then placing him in a different reading group 
if it is deemed advisable. 
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CHAPTER V 
EVALUATING RESULTS OF STANDARDIZED READI NG TESTS 
The term evaluation is  often associated wi th the besting 
or the measurement movement in education. The next 
apprai sal of  our reading program was to compare the 
scores earned on reading achievement tes t s  which 
been adminis tered under the previous reading program wi th 
e resul ts of the tes ts which were adminis tered after the 
program had been in effect for one year . 
To accurately interpret s t atis ti cs compiled from the tes t  
it  was necess ary to control factors effecting 
It was fortunate that the s ame test,  Science 
Achievement Series had been administered in a dif-
form in May of the las t  three years . It  was test  s core 
previous three years , 1957 , 1958 , and 1959 with which 
was concerned.  I further controlled the group by 
y using the scores of those  chil dren who had attended our 
chool system for the last three years . 
To c ompile the s tatis tics for this report the grade place 
score was used. In establishing the groups for the pur­
of comp arison the groups were b�sed on the group member­
as of June 1959 . The mean s core for each group was us ed . 
score used was the to tal reading s core which i s  an average 
the comprehension and vo cabulary s ec tions of the tes t .  The 
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results of thes e  tests are tabulated in  figure three .  
CLASS SCORES 
1957 1958 1959 
I 2 . 3 2 . 8 3 . 6  
I I  4. 1  5 .1 5 . 3 
III 2 . 7 3 .4 3 . 9  
IV 3 . 6  4 . 0  4. 9  
v 4 . 3 5 . 2  6 . 5  
VI 4 . 1  4 . 8  6 . 2  
VII 6 . 5  7 . 3 8 .1 
Figure 3 . Results of Standardized Reading Tests 
of the Tes t Results 
In the interpretation of these  tes t  results we mus t  con­
sider the fact that Groups I ,  III,  IV, and VI are the groups 
which are either recei ving remedial instruction or are unable 
to compete with the fast readers , so they are receiving in- . 
struction which is  geared to their needs . Als o  consi der that 
in 1957 and 1958 the test resul ts were based on our previous 
reading pro gram where the children were grouped and taught in 
their indi vidual class rooms . The 1959 score is the result of  
one year of  reading instruction in the new reading program 
where pupils are grouped with children from other grades and 
in larger groups than previ ously. They are receiving one 
hour of reading instruction as comp ared with twenty minutes 
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or one half hour of reading instruction under the former 
gram. 
Group I was, and still is a remedial group. They were 
the poorest readers in the intermediate grades. The group 
comprised of seven fourt h and fifth grade children. The 
result s of the t ests in this group are most surprising, sho 
growth of eight months since working in the new program as 
compared with a growth of three months under the previous 
program. These children read the b asic t hird grade texts 
plus supplement ary t exts. They are beginning the second year 
of the reading program in a transition reader of the basic 
series, Just The teachers • guide for this t ext 
outlines lessons in reviewing basic reading skills which were 
taught in the first t hree grades. It is expect ed that these 
children will b e  able to read at the fourth grade level b y  the 
end of t he current school year. 
Group II was considered fast moving, b eing com�rised of 
thir t y  children reading at a fourth grade level. The y read 
the b asic fourth grade t exts, t wo supplementary fourth grade 
texts and the first fift h grade b asic t ext . The test results 
for t hi s  group are most disappoint ing. These children showed 
a growth of one year while working under the previ ous program, 
t showed a growth of only two months in our new program. 
In analyzing the reasons for these poor test results, the 
intelligence quotients of all these children were studied. 
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It was found that all IQ1 s were abov'e dJ.9.fttlial .  Materials of 
instruction were e qual to thos e  of other group s . The ins truc 
tor of this group was the only teacher in the reading program 
who had no teaching exp erience . Furthermore , this teacher 
had little teacher training, h�ving attended a teachers ' 
college for only one sunnner. Although many .factors e.f.fect 
tes t  results i t  i s  recommended that supervisors work more 
c losely with this teacher to try to determine the cause o.f 
the poor tes t results . 
Group III was a remedial group o.f twenty three pupils 
.from all intermediate grades who were working at the .fourth 
grade level . Simplified edi tions o .f  .fourth grade texts were 
used and the .fourth grade basic texts were als o  complete d .  
Thes e  children showed a growth o .f  .five months a s  compared to 
a growth o.f s even months during the previous year. This may 
be due to  several .factors . These children have below average 
IQ ' s ,  consequently they may have reached a leveling point . 
A two month di.fference i s  a normal deviation, but it  s till 
shows that this group will need special help this year . The 
reading supervisor will teach some les sons to this group and 
also obs erve them more often to try to diagnos e  their dif-
fi cul ty. 
Group IV was a remedial group o.f thirty fifth and sixth 
graders . The tes t  results of this group showed that under 
the new reading program there was a growth of nine months as 
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compared with a four months growth under the previous program 
Thes e  children read a fourth grade supplementary text, the 
fifth grade basic  texts , and o ther supplementary texts . The 
fifth graders who were in this group are continuing their 
progres s  in the group this year by firs t  reading a fifth 
grade supplementary text� then going on to the bas i c  sixth 
grade text s . The sixth grade pupil s  are now in the Junior 
High School program. 
Group V was comprised of thirty fifth graders who were 
of average and above average intelligenc e ,  and who were 
capable of working at a fas t pace . Many fifth grade texts , 
both basic  and supplementary, were completed, and the firs t 
sixth grade basic text was read. Thes e  children showed a 
growth of thirteen months in the new program as compared to 
nine months in the previous program. Thi s year they are con­
tinuing in the s ixth grade , by reading the s econd text in the 
asi c  sixth grade s eries . They expect  to read the s eventh 
grade basic text, supplementary text�, and several novels .  
Group VI was a group of sixth grade pupils  who were wo 
ing slightly below grade level and could not ,  for various 
reasons , compete wi th a fas ter sixth grade group ; They read 
supplementary sixth grade texts , the basic  sixth grade texts , 
and s ome novels .  Tests re sults showed a growth of fourteen 
nths under our new program as comp ared with a growth of 
seven months in the prevdaus program. 
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at the s ixth and s eventh grade l evel . Thi s group was com­
pri s ed of thi rty s ixth grade pup i l s .  Te a t  resul t s  s howe d  a 
growth o f  eight months whi ch was the s ame growth as was s 
under the previous re ading p ro gr� . It i s  fel t that the s e  
re sul t s  do no t s how a true pi c ture o f  the progr e s s  shown . 
The achi evement t e a t  whi ch was adminis t ere d s e emed inval i d  
for the s e  pupil s as i t di d no t p rovide norma for the b e s t  
readers i n  the group . Next ye ar we plan to u s e  a form o f  
the achi evement t e a t  whi ch i s' des i gned for grad e s  s ix thro 
nine . 
In summari zing the tea t re sul t s  o f  the s even reading 
groups involve d in thi s  s tudy, it i s  app arent that four 
groups showed gre a t e r  growth in the p re s ent reading p ro gram 
than the p revious one . One group showe d e qual growth under 
b o th pro grams . Two group s had poorer resul t s  under the 
pres ent program than under t he p re vi ous one . 
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CHAPTER VI 
FURTHER �VALUATIVE EVIDENCE 
In e valuating the pres ent reading program as compared 
the reading program .as it  was in the pas t ,  I found that 
there were other evidenc�thab the program may be  a succe s s  
would not be evident from examining the results of the 
standardi�ed tes ts or the evaluative instrument . 
Each reading group was able ,  because of the extended time 
the re ading period,  to read many more texts and supplemen­
tary materials than they had ever been able to accomplish 
The slower groups read not less  than three texts 
and some read as many as five texts. The fast groups all 
at least five text s ,  supplementary novels ,  and they also 
the first reader in the bas ic seri e s  fo r the next grade . 
an illus tration, the fas t fifth grade group read two basic 
fifth grade texts , � Deeds and MOre � Deeds . 
They then read two s upplementary fifth grade texts , and the 
first book in the bas ic sixth grade series , and 
Consequently, beginning in September 1959 this group will  
MOre and 
To further clarify terms , when I refer to a clas s  as 
ing read a book, I interpret the term "read., to include 
ing reading skills , and abilities whi ch are necess ary for the 
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ccessful reading or the bookJ using the accompanying work­
and developing skills in interpretation and comprehensio 
the s tory. 
Increased use of the library portrays further evidence 
the children were reading to a greater extent than ever 
In addit ion to the weekly library period, reading 
s went to the library during the reading hour. The 
also open for the use of the intermediate grade 
s during the las t  half hour of the s chool day. At this 
the reading supervisor was in the library helping the 
select books 1 The library circulation figures are 
figure four. 
1957 - 1958 1958 - 1959 
650 1094 
767 1205 
741 1008 
475 873 
608 916 
538 781 
666 1078 
618 704 
622 1014 
562 676 
Library Circu1at.ion Under the Past 
and Present Reading Programs 
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In interpreting the library circulation figure s which 
those  books taken out by the children of the 
grades ,  we reali ze that all thes e  books were not 
However, it  is  the opinion of the teachers that pupils 
ad many more books than previously. There often was time 
the reading hour to dis cuss the books which the children 
reading . It was surprising to the teachers to hear thes 
scus sions and to note the enthusiasm with which they rec­
the books . Some children kept records of the books 
One girl in the sixth grade kept a record of 
one hundred books . 
Parents were enthusi astic about our new reading program. 
veral commented that their children who had never before 
in reading were now bringing home , and read 
, library books . It was als o  gratifying to hear children 
ay " the reading hour goes  so fas t , " and " I  never liked read­
but now i t ' s  fun . " 
It  has been mentioned before that sets of no�els were 
so that the classes  could re ad and enjoy novels 
Pocket editions of Tom and Finn 
purchased and read . We are reviewing o ther novels , but 
is difficult to find novels in pocket editions which are 
table for intermediate grade children and the purchase  of 
is  quite exp ensive . 
After the evaluative instrument was used in the early 
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spring showing that there was a lack of variety of reading 
available ,  it  was decided to provide dai ly news ­
for reading groups which were capable of reading them. 
good lo cal paper, The Middletown Record was purchas ed daily 
for the four highes t  reading groups . Each s tudent was 
ed with a copy of the newspap er . Ins truction was provided in 
the various parts of the newspaper and how to read a paper . 
This unit continued three weeks . The children were allowed 
take the paper home and at the end of the uni t ,  many 
become s o  interes ted in reading the daily paper that they 
continued reading it at home . 
The four group s working at the mo s t  advanced reading 
levels worked on improving their reading speed and comprehen­
sion. The Science Re search Associates Better Book 1 
used. This book contains articles of uniform length and 
Pupils record the time spent in reading the 
article , then figure their reading rate . They als o  recorded 
comprehens ion score . Ins truction was provided in how 
impro ve the reading rate and comprehension .  No marks were 
for thi s ,  so pupil s improved their comprehension and 
reading rate for their personal improvement . For this reason 
no formal records were kept of progres s  made , but many in the 
grade reading group invariable received a perfect s core 
comprehension and had doubled their reading �ate . 
It i s  felt that the evidence listed above further illus -
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CHAPTER VII 
CON CLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
. 
Following the de tailed s tudy or the evaluative 
the test results , and o ther evaluative evidence ,  it was decid-
It to continue the new reading program for gnother year. 
evident that the new program i s  an improvement on our 
reading program, but there are s till many _, areas in 
the program where we need to work ror improvement . The 
recommendations are made for improving the present 
Provide more newspapers and magazines as materials or 
instruction .  
We now supply weekly newspapers printed especial ly for 
the elementary grades and single copies or magazines 
are round in the library. Newspapers were supplied to 
the four mos t  advanced reading group s ,  each pupil 
provided with a daily paper. Continue this policy .  
Each room have a clas sroom library. 
There is no reason ror the neglect of this as books 
available for use in the clas sroom .  
3 .  Suggest to the teachers ways that they may improve the 
following : 
a .  Have rlexibility in the program o f  reading 
tion to allow for variety in the reading lesson .  
The teachers are provided with a variety of 
material s .  In order that they use the s e  
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to the best advantage to produce varie ty in the 
reading program I suggest :  
( 1 ) . Panel di scuss ions about the story read in 
. 
r' ' the text • 
(2 ) .  Using texts from o ther sub j ec t  matter areas I 
to teach the pupil to read in that area. 
(3 } .  Use the library and reference books to look 
up the background of a s tory .  
{4 ) . The s chool provide s  s ets  of books in the 
fiction are a .  Us e these  for variety in the 
reading program. 
(5 ) .  A program of individuali zed reading using 
library books , all owing the child to work 
independently pursuing his own interes ts . 
b .  Guide the pupils to s elec t ,  evaluate ,  and apprais e  
materi al read. 
Reading in the reading text does not provide the 
opportunity for s election and evaluati on of read­
ing material . Teachers who follow sugges tions 
above will find that the material suggested above 
better lends i ts elf to s election evaluation, and 
apprai s al of reading material . 
Teachers work on ways of building vocabulary. This 
should be a cooperative pro j ect . 
Work on a solution to the problem of preventing 
ent and accumulative faulty learnings . Thi s should be 
dis cussed  wi th the teachers involved. A possible 
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s olution is : 
� "  . � 
' 
a. Freeing the re� di ng s upervis or for one half hour 
s o  t hat s he can help i ndi vi duals havi ng 
Work wi th t hos e  i ndi vi dual teac hers who need as si s ta nce 
in imp rovi ng i nst ruct io n. 
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